
 
 

 

 

 

Videe is a reliable, independent, ever adapting and always looking ahead group formed by Videe SpA 
(Italy) and Videoidea Videe (Spain). Since 1988 we have been providing the best technical and 
organizational solutions to meet every client’s need, even the most ambitious and challenging one, to 
guarantee its upmost satisfaction. 
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______________________________________________ 
 
 

A new era in the broadcast industry has started: we’re glad to present you OBX, our brand-
new top-end 4K HDR OB production system. 

 
 

OBX Videe is a triple-expanding mobile production unit that can support up to 30 cameras.  
Based on client requirements, the truck can be configured with dual control rooms or as one 
large, 75sq production area that can accommodate up to 36 onboard team members.  
 
OBX is the ideal solution for the Host Broadcasting services for major sporting, music, cultural 
and entertainment live events. Worldwide.  
 
It has been future driven engineered and created by Videe R&D department and the system 
integrator Chromaline putting the maximum attention to each and every aspect of the project. 
We found highly innovative construction solutions with the aim at answering the needs of the 
operating and creative crew on board in order to maximize their performance and their comfort. 
OBX has an automation management, an indirect RGB led lighting system – which follows the 
natural sunlight colour temperature, a fully customizable air conditioning and an each 30 mins 
air circulation system. 
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The truck features the world’s leading broadcast technology, i.e.: 
 

- SONY cameras: HDC-4300, HDC-3500, HDR-P50s…and the amazing and with cinematic 
look HDC-4800 

- Imagine Platinum IP3 28 RU a/v router  
- RIEDEL Artist-1024 intercom matrix and Bolero wireless system 
- Calrec Artemis and Brio36 audio mixers 
- SONY HDR multi-channel PWS-4500 server: never miss any action 
- SONY XVS 8000 video switcher 160in 40out + 10 effect banks 
- Human Interface control system 

 
OBX offers wider dynamics and greater realism within an efficient, truly innovative, speedy and 
easy integrated workflow to meet each and every client’s requirement.  
 
OBX means high performance, premium comfort and full reliability. UNCOMPROMISINGLY.  
 
Contact us to get more information or visit the website www.obx.videe.it … live the OBX 
experience!  
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